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Abstract: Baker & Winkler make a thought-provoking contribution to the discussion of what
role captive animals could play in nature conservation and how we could get there through
rewilding. There certainly is potential for captive Asian elephants, Elephas maximus, to become
targets of conservation efforts, but there are also many questions: (1) How much do
(behavioral) traits of captive-origin animals differ from their free conspecifics? (2) What
predicts the likelihood and strength of social reintegration of captive animals into free
populations? (3) How much of an Asian elephant’s functional role in the environment can
captive animals still fulfill and how may this influence the evolutionary dynamics of Asian
elephant populations? These questions are challenging, but also an opportunity to gain crucial
knowledge and insight into the elephant’s ecological role, as well as our own.
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“Wildness concerns the degree to which individuals exists autonomously in evolutionary and
ecologically functioning populations where genetic and phenotypic diversity enables natural selection
to produce adaptation.“ (Child et al., 2019)

Through defining wildness, Child et al.’s quote above nicely puts into words what is at the core
of nature conservation: conserving and facilitating the potential for natural adaptation of
populations, species and ecosystems. At the same time, it reveals the subjectivity that
challenges conservation. Many of the concepts mentioned are open to interpretation. When
do we define an individual animal as autonomous (e.g. Thompson, 2017)? How do we
determine and measure the ecological functions of a population (e.g. Davidson, 2019)? What
do we count as valuable units of diversity (e.g. Stronen & Paquet, 2013)? And does natural
selection include selection driven by anthropogenic pressures (e.g. Child et al., 2019)?
Whether captive Asian elephants can and should become targets of conservation actions, as
Baker & Winkler (2020) (B&W) advocate, thus partly depends on one’s interpretation of what
it means to do conservation.
1. Do captive and free elephants differ in some significant, scientifically measurable way?
B&W suggest that captive Asian elephants are not ‘domesticated’ and therefore do not
significantly differ from free-living elephants. Hence, captive elephants are entitled to
conservation concerns. But what do we really know about the similarities and differences of
captive versus free Asian elephants? Obviously, there are many similarities, but being raised
in a different abiotic, biotic and social environment is bound to leave its marks. For example,
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semi-captive female Asian elephants born in stressful periods (e.g. in times of heavy workloads
and the start of the monsoon) exhibit faster reproductive senescence and experience
significantly reduced lifetime reproductive success (Mumby et al., 2015).
A number of (behavioral) traits may differ in response to captivity, such as social
behavior, spatial behavior, cognition, communication skills, anti-predator behavior, parental
care and personality, to name just a few. From a conservation perspective, such differences
should only be an issue when they are fixed (i.e. do not converge after rehabilitation and
rewilding) and are hampering the elephants in their ecological and evolutionary functioning.
The only way to find out whether this is the case is to actually rewild the elephants, using an
adaptive management framework, and systematically observe and measure what happens
(Miththapala, 2009). As B&W note, this is a topic ripe for research. The rewilding of captive
Asian elephants offers a vital learning opportunity for elephant conservation as well as for
ecological, evolutionary and behavioral research.
2. What about social functionality and social integration? It will be essential to ensure that
the captive Asian elephant does not become a biological entity distinct from the free Asian
elephant. In this regard, I must disagree with Suter (2020), who argues for elephant
conservation through welfare-improved elephant camps (if this indeed excludes social
integration into free populations). The social relationships of wildlife populations modulate
their ecological and evolutionary roles (Kurvers et al., 2014) and can play a key role in their
conservation (Snijders et al., 2017). For example, in African elephants, Loxodonta africana, the
number of conspecifics a translocated individual associates with correlates positively with
their body condition (Pinter-Wollman et al., 2009), and population-level resilience to poaching
in African elephants is driven by daughters taking over the social roles of their mothers
(Goldenberg et al., 2016). The incorporation of social functionality in translocation protocols,
especially those of elephants, is hence strongly recommended (Goldenberg et al., 2019).
B&W report that previously released captive Asian elephants appear to have adapted
well, forming social groups similar to those in the wild (Thitaram et al., 2015) and that similar
outcomes have been observed for released orphans in Sri Lanka (Miththapala, 2009). Yet,
looking at these reports more closely paints a somewhat more ambiguous picture, with
released elephants showing very little relatedness, an aspect that could have an important
impact on their social dynamics (Goldenberg et al., 2019; Harvey et al., 2018) and evidence
from Sri Lanka of some (groups) of elephants not integrating at all. Again, this offers an
important learning opportunity. How long do elephants need to integrate socially (PinterWollman et al., 2009), both amongst themselves and free conspecifics? What factors, such as
the social structure of the herd, the personality of the released elephant, the presence of
trauma, may predict why some elephants integrate and others do not (Miththapala, 2009)?
3. What ecological roles can captive elephants (still) play? Setting aside, for a moment, the
discussion of whether continued human-elephant relationships are in the best interest of the
elephants (see the commentaries of Kopnina (2020), Pauketat (2020) and Suter (2020) for
varying views), these relationships are likely to have an impact on the degree of social
integration that is possible. As Lainé (2020) notes, it would accordingly be good to get a more
detailed image of the daily relationship between the Karen mahouts and the elephants, both
now and as envisioned for future generations. The impact of human-elephant relationships on
the ability to form evolutionarily relevant elephant-elephant relationships might prove smaller
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than we predict, given that social structures in free elephants are, to some degree, variable
and flexible (de Silva & Wittemyer, 2012). But this would need to be studied.
Elephants are clear ecosystem engineers — for example, through their role as seed
dispersers (Campos-Arceiz & Blake, 2011). The behaviors and social structures that strongly
modulate an elephant’s ecological and evolutionary roles may, however, be fundamentally
restricted in a ‘guardianship’ system. Spatial behavior, and specifically natal dispersal, is an
obvious example. Restrictions in free elephant-typical behaviors will not only affect their
capacity to influence ecosystems but also their contribution to genetic diversity (Ahlering et
al., 2011). The key question may therefore not be whether they will be restricted, but rather
how much? Given the current levels of habitat fragmentation and destruction, one can
admittedly pose the exact same questions for (certain populations of) free Asian elephants
(Choudhury et al., 2008).
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In this special issue, we address the issue of plant sentience/consciousness from different
disciplines that combine both theoretical and empirical perspectives. Some of the
questions to be addressed in the special issue include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Plants exhibit interesting behaviors; does this entail that they are conscious to
some extent?
What are the requirements for a living organism to be conscious? Do plants meet
these requirements?
What does the possibility of plant sentience/consciousness entail for the study of
the evolution of consciousness?
Is it just a categorical mistake to attribute consciousness to plants?
Can we talk about different levels or degrees of consciousness?
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vgalian@uwo.ca with subject “Paper Special Issue JCS”.
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